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unpublished articles authored by leading experts on the latest concepts, issues, challenges, innovations,
and opportunities covering all aspects of modern organizations. Moreover, it is comprised of content that
highlights major breakthroughs, discoveries, and authoritative research results as they pertain to all
aspects of organizational growth and development including methodologies that can help companies thrive
and analytical tools that assess an organization’s internal health and performance. Insights are offered in
key topics such as organizational structure, strategic leadership, information technology management, and
business analytics, among others. The knowledge compiled in this publication is designed for
entrepreneurs, managers, executives, investors, economic analysts, computer engineers, software
programmers, human resource departments, and other industry professionals seeking to understand the
latest tools to emerge from this field and who are looking to incorporate them in their practice.
Additionally, academicians, researchers, and students in fields that include but are not limited to business,
management science, organizational development, entrepreneurship, sociology, corporate psychology,
computer science, and information technology will benefit from the research compiled within this
publication.
Airport Marketing
- Nigel Halpern 2021-11-05
This accessible, up-to-date, comprehensive, and in-depth textbook introduces students and practitioners to
the principles and practice of airport marketing as well as the major changes and future marketing
challenges facing the airport sector. It applies principles of marketing within the airport industry, and
examines airport marketing and its environment, how to define and measure the market for airport
services, airport strategic marketing planning and individual elements of the airport marketing mix
(product, price, distribution and promotion). The book integrates key elements of marketing theory with
airport marketing in practice. Each chapter contains extensive industry examples for different types of
airports from around the world to build on the theoretical base of the subject and show real-life
applications. This new second edition has been updated to include: New and expanded content on branding
and the passenger experience, marketing partnerships, engagement marketing and customer relationship
management. Three brand new chapters on digital marketing, marketing for a more sustainable future, and
crisis communications and marketing, in light of the Covid-19 pandemic. New, global case studies and
examples throughout. This comprehensive textbook written by two airport marketing experts will be
essential reading for air transport students and future managers.
Travel Marketing, Tourism Economics and the Airline Product - Mark Anthony Camilleri 2017-10-03
This book provides a comprehensive introduction to travel marketing, tourism economics and the airline
product. At the same time, it provides an overview on the political, socio-economic, environmental and
technological impacts of tourism and its related sectors.This publication covers both theory and practice in
an engaging style, that will spark the readers’ curiosity. Yet, it presents tourism and airline issues in a
concise, yet accessible manner. This will allow prospective tourism practitioners to critically analyze future
situations, and to make appropriate decisions in their workplace environments. Moreover, the book
prepares undergraduate students and aspiring managers alike with a thorough exposure to the latest
industry developments. “Dr. Camilleri provides tourism students and practitioners with a clear and

Fundamentals of Airline Marketing - Scott Ambrose 2021-05-28
Applying fundamentals of marketing to commercial passenger air transportation, this textbook puts the
emphasis on marketing principles and illustrative ways in which airlines can distinguish themselves within
the highly competitive global marketplace. Fundamentals of Airline Marketing begins with a survey of
current airline business strategies and the macro forces that have shaped the airline industry in the past
and will continue to do so in the future. The growing importance of technology is discussed both from the
perspective of better understanding customer needs and engaging more effectively with them. The central
role of the "customer" is explored through the lens of modern segmentation and branding approaches.
Coverage then shifts to the tactical decision areas consisting of the 4Ps—product, place, promotion, and
price—in which marketers shape and execute their strategies. The book concludes with a focus on
executing marketing initiatives internally through customer-facing employee groups and externally through
the measurement and management of the customer experience. Fundamentals of Airline Marketing: • is an
accessible textbook on the fundamentals of marketing for commercial passenger air transportation; •
chronicles the marketing innovations and controversies that have been central to the historic shift in airline
fortunes; • demonstrates how airline decisions fit within the fundamentals of marketing and how the
marketplace is continuing to evolve; • provides a bridge between key marketing principles and their
specific application to the airline industry in each chapter. This textbook is written primarily for
undergraduate college students enrolled in aviation business administration programs and related courses.
It will also serve as an accessible primer on airline marketing for industry professionals not presently
working in marketing and for frontline airline employees seeking to learn more about marketing.
Management in the Airline Industry - Geraint Harvey 2007-10-30
Combining contemporary HRM theory and practice with debates in critical management and in industrial
relations, this book examines the peculiar challenge that civil aviation pilots present for management. As a
highly educated, highly trained, and non-substitutable professional employee, the airline pilot wields
considerable industrial power. Based on original research, this book examines the impact of human
resource management on airline pilots in recent years as well as drawing out wider conclusions on the
management of human resources, union-management relationship and the experience of work. Of great
interest to students and academics involved with HRM, the book will also be useful reading for all those
with an interest in the aviation industry.
Encyclopedia of Organizational Knowledge, Administration, and Technology - Khosrow-Pour D.B.A., Mehdi
2020-09-29
For any organization to be successful, it must operate in such a manner that knowledge and information,
human resources, and technology are continually taken into consideration and managed effectively.
Business concepts are always present regardless of the field or industry – in education, government,
healthcare, not-for-profit, engineering, hospitality/tourism, among others. Maintaining organizational
awareness and a strategic frame of mind is critical to meeting goals, gaining competitive advantage, and
ultimately ensuring sustainability. The Encyclopedia of Organizational Knowledge, Administration, and
Technology is an inaugural five-volume publication that offers 193 completely new and previously
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comprehensive picture of the main institutions, operations and activities of the travel industry.” Philip
Kotler, S.C. Johnson & Son Distinguished Professor of International Marketing, Kellogg School of
Management, Northwestern University, Evanston/Chicago, IL, USA “This book is the first of its kind to
provide an insightful and well-structured application of travel and tourism marketing and economics to the
airline industry. Student readers will find this systematic approach invaluable when placing aviation within
the wider tourism context, drawing upon the disciplines of economics and marketing.” Brian King,
Professor of Tourism and Associate Dean, School of Hotel and Tourism Management, The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University, Hong Kong “The remarkable growth in international tourism over the last century
has been directly influenced by technological, and operational innovations in the airline sector which
continue to define the nature, scale and direction of tourist flows and consequential tourism development.
Key factors in this relationship between tourism and the airline sector are marketing and economics, both
of which are fundamental to the success of tourism in general and airlines in particular, not least given the
increasing significance of low-cost airline operations. Hence, uniquely drawing together these three
themes, this book provides a valuable introduction to the marketing and economics of tourism with a
specific focus on airline operations, and should be considered essential reading for future managers in the
tourism sector.” Richard Sharpley, Professor of Tourism, School of Management, University of Central
Lancashire, UK “The book's unique positioning in terms of the importance of and the relationships between
tourism marketing, tourism economics and airline product will create a distinct niche for the book in the
travel literature.” C. Michael Hall, Professor of Tourism, Department of Management, Marketing and
Entrepreneurship, University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand “A very unique textbook that
offers integrated lessons on marketing, economics, and airline services. College students of travel and
tourism in many parts of the world will benefit from the author's thoughtful writing style of simplicity and
clarity.” Liping A. Cai, Professor and Director, Purdue Tourism & Hospitality Research Center, Purdue
University, West Lafayette, IN, USA “An interesting volume that provides a good coverage of airline
transportation matters not always well considered in tourism books. Traditional strategic and operational
issues, as well as the most recent developments and emerging trends are dealt with in a concise yet clear
and rational way. Summaries, questions and topics for discussion in each chapter make it a useful basis for
both taught courses or self-education.” Rodolfo Baggio, Professor of Tourism and Social Dynamics, Bocconi
University, Milan, Italy “This is a very useful introductory book that summarises a wealth of knowledge in
an accessible format. It explains the relation between marketing and economics, and applies it to the
business of airline management as well as the tourism industry overall.” Xavier Font, Professor of
Sustainability Marketing, School of Hospitality and Tourism Management, University of Surrey, UK and
Visiting Professor, Hospitality Academy, NHTV Breda, Netherlands “This book addresses the key principles
of tourism marketing, economics and the airline industry. It covers a wide range of theory at the same time
as offering real-life case studies, and offers readers a comprehensive understanding of how these important
industries work, and the underpinning challenges that will shape their future. It is suitable for
undergraduate students as well as travel professionals, and I would highly recommend it.” Clare Weeden,
Principal Lecturer in Tourism and Marketing at the School of Sport and Service Management, University of
Brighton, UK “In the current environment a grasp of the basics of marketing to diverse consumers is very
important. Customers are possessed of sophisticated knowledge driven by innovations in business as well
from highly developed technological advances. This text will inform and update students and those planning
a career in travel and tourism. Mark Camilleri has produced an accessible book, which identifies ways to
accumulate and use new knowledge to be at the vanguard of marketing, which is both essential and
timely.” Peter Wiltshier, Senior Lecturer & Programme Leader for Travel & Tourism, College of Business,
Law and Social Sciences, University of Derby, UK “This contemporary text provides an authoritative read
on the dynamics, interactions and complexities of the modern travel and tourism industries with a
necessary, and much welcomed, mixture of theory and practice suitable for undergraduate, graduate and
professional markets.” Alan Fyall, Orange County Endowed Professor of Tourism Marketing, University of
Central Florida, FL, USA
Airline Operations and Management - Gerald N. Cook 2017-02-03
Airline Operations and Management: A Management Textbook is a survey of the airline industry, mostly
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from a managerial perspective. It integrates and applies the fundamentals of several management
disciplines, particularly economics, operations, marketing and finance, in developing the overview of the
industry. The focus is on tactical, rather than strategic, management that is specialized or unique to the
airline industry. The primary audiences for this textbook are both senior and graduate students of airline
management, but it should also be useful to entry and junior level airline managers and professionals
seeking to expand their knowledge of the industry beyond their own functional area.
Aerospace Marketing Management - Philippe Malaval 2013-11-12
This book presents an overall picture of both B2B and B2C marketing strategies, concepts and tools, in the
aeronautics sector. This is a significant update to an earlier book successfully published in the nineties
which was released in Europe, China, and the USA. It addresses the most recent trends such as Social
Marketing and the internet, Customer Orientation, Project Marketing and Con current Engineering,
Coopetition, and Extended Enterprise. Aerospace Marketing Management is the first marketing handbook
richly illustrated with executive and expert inputs as well as examples from parts suppliers, aircraft
builders, airlines, helicopter manufacturers, aeronautics service providers, airports, defence and military
companies, and industrial integrators (tier-1, tier-2). This book is designed as a ready reference for
professionals and graduates from both Engineering and Business Schools.
Managing Strategic Airline Alliances - Birgit Kleymann 2017-03-02
Strategic airline alliances are an important topic in airline management today, stimulated by poor access of
international airlines to large domestic markets such as the USA and EU and the increasing importance of
network scope. Outright mergers of international airlines have proved to be difficult for political, cultural
and legal reasons, making alliances the best available form to strengthen strategic positions and streamline
networks. However, there are a number of difficulties associated with an alliance such as long-term
stability, political climate, cultural conflict and how much capital alliance partners should sink into the
integration. The main purpose of the book is to convey in an accessible form to a wide audience, the results
of recent academic research on strategic airline alliances. The authors systematically cover: policy,
regulation and consumer issues; management, marketing and strategic issues; the mechanics of airline
alliances; the airline alliance group as an organisation in its own right; different forms of alliances and
clusters; success and failure factors of airline alliances. The book successfully: - provides an analytical
framework for understanding the dynamics of airline alliance groups - examines both the level of the
individual airline and the alliance group itself - applies recent insights from organisation theory. The
readership includes airline managers, policy-makers, academic researchers and others interested in
evolving multilateral alliances. It can also be used as a course book both in aviation management training
and in more general modules on alliances for advanced students in air transport management.
Quantitative Problem Solving Methods in the Airline Industry - Cynthia Barnhart 2011-12-21
This book reviews operations research theory, applications and practice in airline planning and operations.
It examines the business and technical landscape, details best practices, and identifies open questions and
areas for future research.
Marketing Management in Air Transport - Jack L. Grumbridge 2014-08-21
This book is an account of the management and environmental aspects of marketing a major airline, at a
time of rapid growth in the aviation industry. It brings out the problems involved in marketing a service as
distinct from a commodity, and highlights the special aspects which flow from government interest in
aviation and the peculiarities of the aviation market. Other chapters cover market research, an analytical
review of airline pricing and co-operative agreements between airlines, as well as product planning and the
marketing processes once the schedules are on sale.
Digital Marketing Strategies for Tourism, Hospitality, and Airline Industries - Santos, José Duarte
2019-08-30
The growth of internet access and the entry of smartphones into everyday life has provided a revolutionary
way for consumers to interact with businesses throughout the tourist industry. As a result, numerous
companies are utilizing techniques and concepts designed to communicate directly with potential clientele
all over the world. Digital Marketing Strategies for Tourism, Hospitality, and Airline Industries provides
innovative insights into how digital marketing can influence the consumer relationship at every stage of the
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tourism process and features emerging tools and techniques to establish better connections with
consumers. The content within this publication examines topics such as branding strategies, social media,
and influencer marketing for maximum content exposure. This information is designed for marketing
managers, executives, event planners, tour developers, hotel managers, airline managers, program
directors, advertisers, restaurateurs, students, business professionals, and researchers.
Airline Network Planning and Scheduling - Ahmed Abdelghany 2018-11-20
A concise resource to the best practices and problem-solving ideas for understanding the airline network
planning and scheduling process Airline Network Planning and Scheduling offers a comprehensive resource
that is filled with the industry's best practices that can help to inform decision-modeling and the problemsolving process. Written by two industry experts, the book is designed to be an accessible guide that
contains information for addressing complex challenges, problems, and approaches that arise on the job.
The chapters begin by addressing the complex topics at a broad, conceptual level before moving on to more
detailed modeling in later chapters. This approach follows the standard airline planning process and
reflects the duties of the day-to-day job of network/schedule planners. To help gain a practical
understanding of the information presented, each chapter includes exercises and data based on real-world
case studies. In addition, throughout the book there are graphs and illustrations as well as, information on
the most recent advances in airline network and planning research. This important resource: Takes a
practical approach when detailing airline network planning and scheduling practices as opposed to a
theoretical perspective Puts the focus on the complexity and main challenges as well as current practices
and approaches to problem-solving and decision-making Presents the information in a logical sequence that
begins with broad, conceptual topics and gradually delves into more advanced topics that address modeling
Contains international standard airline planning processes, the day-to-day responsibilities of the job, and
outlines the steps taken when building an airline network and schedule Includes numerous case studies,
exercises, graphs, and illustrations throughout Written for professionals and academics, Airline Network
Planning and Scheduling offers a resource for understanding best practices and models as well as the
challenges involved with network planning and scheduling.
Entrepreneurs, Managers, and Leaders - A. Mayo 2016-05-23
This book reveals how leadership evolves through the story of the American airline industry across the 20th
century. Entrepreneurs dominate the industry's early history, but as the industry evolved a new breed of
managers emerged who built a dominant business model that enabled their companies to grow
dramatically.
Airline Operations and Scheduling - Massoud Bazargan 2016-03-23
Operations research techniques are extremely important tools for planning airline operations. However,
much of the technical literature on airline optimization models is highly specialized and accessible only to a
limited audience. Allied to this there is a concern among the operations research community that the
materials offered in OR courses at MBA or senior undergraduate business level are too abstract, outdated,
and at times irrelevant to today's fast and dynamic airline industry. This book demystifies the operations
and scheduling environment, presenting simplified and easy-to-understand models, applied to
straightforward and practical examples. After introducing the key issues confronting operations and
scheduling within airlines, Airline Operations and Scheduling goes on to provide an objective review of the
various optimization models adopted in practice. Each model provides airlines with efficient solutions to a
range of scenarios, and is accompanied by case studies similar to those experienced by commercial airlines.
Using unique source material and combining interviews with alumni working at operations and scheduling
departments of various airlines, this solution-orientated approach has been used on many courses with
outstanding feedback. As well as having been comprehensively updated, this second edition of Airline
Operations and Scheduling adds new chapters on fuel management systems, baggage handling, aircraft
maintenance planning and aircraft boarding strategies. The readership includes graduate and
undergraduate business, management, transportation, and engineering students; airlines training and
acquainting new recruits with operations planning and scheduling processes; general aviation, flight
school, International Air Transport Association (IATA), and International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
training course instructors; executive jet, chartered flight, air-cargo and package delivery companies, and
airline-marketing-and-management

airline consultants.
Marketing in the International Aerospace Industry
- Wesley E. Spreen 2016-12-05
The aerospace industry has a unique business culture and business practices. It is also subject to unique
regulatory requirements and financing conventions. Aerospace products are unlike anything else. Pricing
arrangements are arcane, and large-scale cooperative alliances among industry players are commonplace.
The market is dichotomized into parts, civil and military, of approximately equal value, and is further
divided into dozens of major product segments. The complexity of the aerospace market is commensurate
with its size. It is a leading exporter among industrialized nations, employing millions of highly-skilled
workers and serving as a technology incubator, while developing nations target the aerospace industry for
development within their own economies. Yet, in spite of the importance and uniqueness of the aerospace
industry, there has been no serious comprehensive guidance about how the industry's markets function.
Marketing in the International Aerospace Industry provides that much-needed overview and best-practice
guidance. It analyses the distinctive environment and practices of the aerospace industry, and provides
specific, practical guidance for marketing professionals. The content is presented in clearly-defined
chapters that relate directly to the professional challenges facing the marketer in the industry. It is written
for these professionals and also students of aviation and aerospace management. The book has a
fundamentally international optic of the aerospace industry. It consistently examines universal management
issues from the point of view of the aerospace industries in the United States, the UK, France, Germany,
and Japan, comparing and contrasting national practices in these countries and elsewhere.
Airline Marketing and Management - Stephen Shaw 2007
Through five previous editions "Airline Marketing and Management" by Stephen Shaw has established itself
as the preferred textbook for students of the principles of marketing and their application in today's airline
industry; as well as a reliable reference work for those with a professional interest in the area. Carefully
revised, the sixth edition of this internationally successful book includes new material on: the impact of the
Trade Cycle and the current period of high oil prices on the demand for air travel; the effect of current
trends towards regulatory reform and the relaxation of Ownership and Control rules on the structure of the
international airline industry; the continuing strong impact of Low Cost Carriers, and the strategic options
open to so-called 'Legacy' airlines as they respond to the challenges facing them; and, the setting up of new
'Business Class Only' airlines. Why are they appearing now, and what are their long-term chances of
success? An initial review of the structure of the air transport market and the industry marketing
environment is followed by detailed chapters examining airline business and marketing strategies, product
design and management, pricing and revenue management, current and possible future distribution
channels, and selling, advertising and promotional policies. The reader will benefit from greater
understanding of both marketing and airline industry jargon and from the knowledge obtained regarding
the significant strategic challenges facing aviation at the present time. Written in a straightforward, easyto-read style and combining up-to-date and relevant examples drawn from the worldwide aviation industry,
this new edition will further enhance the book's reputation for providing the ideal introduction to the
subject.
Changing Planes- Stephen Holloway 2020-06-30
Published in 1998. The airline Industry has always been dynamic, innovative and challenging. While the
dynamism has in the past tended to arise on the production side, a torrent of change on the commercial
side is being unleashed by regularity liberalization. The magnitude and rate of change are also greater than
anything previously encountered in the industry. This work is concerned with two distinct yet related
transitions. The first is general, potentially affecting the strategic management of all types of companynotably, but not exclusively, in North America, Europe, Latin America, and parts of Asia. It is a transition to
a new paradigm of strategic management in the growing number of airlines which participate in liberalized
and increasingly competitive markets.
Revenue Management - Robert G. Cross 2011-04-27
From the man the Wall Street Journal hailed as "the guru of Revenue Management" comes revolutionary
ways to recover from the after effects of downsizing and refocus your business on growth. Whatever
happened to growth? In Revenue Management, Robert G. Cross answers this question with his ground3/6
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breaking approach to revitalizing businesses: focusing on the revenue side of the ledger instead of the cost
side. The antithesis of slash-and-burn methods that left companies with empty profits and dissatisfied
stockholders, Revenue Management overturns conventional thinking on marketing strategies and offers the
key to initiating and sustaining growth. Using case studies from a variety of industries, small businesses,
and nonprofit organizations, Cross describes no-tech, low-tech, and high-tech methods that managers can
use to increase revenue without increasing products or promotions; predict consumer behavior; tap into
new markets; and deliver products and services to customers effectively and efficiently. His proven tactics
will help any business dramatically improve its bottom line by meeting the challenge of matching supply
with demand.
The Routledge Companion to Air Transport Management - Nigel Halpern 2018-01-31
The Routledge Companion to Air Transport Management provides a comprehensive, up-to-date review of air
transport management research and literature. This exciting new handbook provides a unique repository of
current knowledge and critical debate with an international focus, considering both developed and
emerging markets, and covering key sectors of the air transport industry. The companion consists of 25
chapters that are written by 39 leading researchers, scholars and industry experts based at universities,
research institutes, and air transport companies and organisations in 12 different countries in Africa, AsiaPacific, Europe and North America to provide a definitive, trustworthy resource. The international team of
contributors have proven experience of research and publication in their specialist areas, and contribute to
this companion by drawing upon research published mainly in academic, industry and government sources.
This seminal companion is a vital resource for researchers, scholars and students of air transport
management. It is organised into three parts: current state of the air transport sectors (Part I); application
of management disciplines to airlines and airports (Part II); and key selected themes (Part III).
Flying Off Course - Rigas Doganis 2019-01-10
Aviation is one of the most widely talked about industries in the global economy and yet airlines continue to
present an enigma. Between 2010 and 2018 the global airline industry experienced its longest period of
sustained profitability; however, huge global profits hid a darker side. Many airlines made inadequate
profits or serious losses while others collapsed entirely. This fifth edition of Flying Off Course explains why.
Written by leading industry expert, Rigas Doganis, this book is an indispensable guide to the inner
workings of this exciting industry. Providing a complete, practical introduction to the fundamentals of
airline economics and marketing, it explores the structure of the market, the nature of airline costs, issues
around pricing and demand, and the latest developments in e-commerce. Vibrant examples are drawn from
passenger, charter and freight airlines to provide a dynamic view of the entire industry. This completely
updated edition also explores the sweeping changes that have affected airlines in recent years. It includes
much new material on airline alliances, long-haul low-cost airlines, new pricing policies and ancillary
revenues in order to present a compelling account of the current state of the airline industry. Offering a
practical approach and peppered with real examples, this book will be valuable to anyone new to the airline
industry as well as those wishing to gain a wider insight into its operations and economics. For
undergraduate or postgraduate students in transport studies, tourism and business the book provides a
unique insider's view into the workings of this exciting industry.
Designing and Executing Strategy in Aviation Management - Triant G. Flouris 2016-04-08
Designing and Executing Strategy in Aviation Management is designed to provide an intensely practical
guide to this critically important topic. Comprehensive in coverage and easy-to-read in style, it allows both
professionals and students to understand the principles and practicalities of crafting and executing
business strategies with an aviation context. The result is a comprehensive and multifaceted
teaching/learning package, which includes applied case studies on a wide range of airlines and aviation
businesses, setting out how these organizations deal with strategy formulation and implementation in
critical areas. Topics covered include: corporate strategy, generic strategy, competitive strategy, internal
and external environment assessment, mergers, alliances, safety and security. Written directly for both
aviation professionals and student courses in aviation strategy, aviation management and aviation
operations, it will also be of great interest to aviation professionals in a variety of different fields, including
airlines, corporate aviation, consultancy, etc., as well as academics within the field of aviation and those
airline-marketing-and-management

within the field of strategy and management science.
Air Transportation - Dr John G. Wensveen 2012-10-01
Now in its Seventh Edition, Air Transportation: A Management Perspective by John Wensveen is a proven
textbook that offers a comprehensive introduction to the theory and practice of air transportation
management.
Airline Marketing and Management - Stephen Shaw 2016-03-23
Through six previous editions, Airline Marketing and Management has established itself as the leading
textbook for students of marketing and its application to today's airline industry, as well as a reference
work for those with a professional interest in the area. Carefully revised, the seventh edition of this
internationally successful book examines an exceptionally turbulent period for the industry. It features new
material on: *Changes in customer needs, particularly regarding more business travellers choosing - or
being forced - to travel economy, and analysis of the bankruptcy of 'All Business Class' airlines. * An
explanation of the US/EU 'Open Skies' agreement and analysis of its impact. *The increase in alliance
activity and completion of several recent mergers, and the marketing advantages and disadvantages that
have resulted. * Product adjustments that airlines must make to adapt to changes in the marketing
environment, such as schedule re-adjustments and the reconfiguration of aircraft cabins. *Changes in
pricing philosophies, with, for example, airlines moving to 'A La Carte' pricing, whereby baggage, catering
and priority boarding are paid for as extras. *Airline websites and their role as both a selling and
distributing tool. *The future of airline marketing. A review of the structure of the air transport market and
the marketing environment is followed by detailed chapters examining business and marketing strategies,
product design and management, pricing and revenue management, current and future distribution
channels, and selling, advertising and promotional policies. The reader will benefit from greater
understanding of both marketing and airline industry jargon and from knowledge obtained regarding the
extraordinary strategic challenges now facing aviation. Written in a straightforward, easy-to-read style and
combining up-to-date and relevant examples drawn from the worldwide aviation industry, this new edition
will further enhance the book's reputation for providing the ideal introduction to the subject.
Air Transport Management - Lucy Budd 2016-11-10
Commercial air transport is a global multimillion dollar industry that underpins the world economy and
facilitates the movement of over 3 billion passengers and 50 million tonnes of air freight worldwide each
year. With a clearly structured topic-based approach, this textbook presents readers with the key issues in
air transport management, including: aviation law and regulation, economics, finance, airport and airline
management, environmental considerations, human resource management and marketing. The book
comprises carefully selected contributions from leading aviation scholars and industry professionals
worldwide. To help students in their studies the book includes case studies, examples, learning objectives,
keyword definitions and ‘stop and think’ boxes to prompt reflection and to aid understanding. Air Transport
Management provides in-depth instruction for undergraduate and postgraduate students studying aviation
and business management-related degrees. It also offers support to industry practitioners seeking to
expand their knowledge base.
Aviation Project Management - Triant G. Flouris 2016-04-15
Combining the considerable respective expertise of Triant Flouris and Dennis Lock, this unique book
highlights the ways that successful businesses are managed in the aviation industry through the
identification and application of proven project management methods. Theoretical concepts are defined,
clarified and shown how they can be valuable to business managers and students of the aviation business
sector. Aviation Project Management builds on the successful and popular work of Dennis Lock but is
considerably enhanced by applications, examples, illustrations and case examples pertaining to projects
exclusively from the aviation industry. Theory in the project management field is already well evolved, so
the purpose of this book is not to review that theory but rather to demonstrate how the lessons of theory
can be of practical use to aviation students and business managers. It provides a practical guide to those
interested in how projects are managed and the common mistakes that aviation project managers should
avoid.
Airport Marketing - David Jarach 2017-03-02
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Airport Marketing examines the management vision of airport marketing in the post-September 11th
environment, presenting in-depth analysis of current airport management practices for both aviation and
non-aviation-related activities. The 'aviation-related activities' section covers how an airport as a company
develops its own marketing relationship with carriers and, in a broader sense, with all actors within the air
transport pipeline, with the aim of increasing the number of intermediate clients consistent with its chosen
positioning. The 'non-aviation-related' section, by contrast, focuses on how best-in-class airports have been
developing new powers of attraction to customers in their regions, well beyond the simple concept of
airport retailing, by use of the so-called 'commercial airport' model. Finally, the impact of September 11th
is shown in terms of increased security measures and the future of the aviation industry as a whole. An
analysis of worldwide airport industry is provided in the final chapter. Airport Marketing is essential
reading for airport managers, government agencies, airlines, consultants, contributors, advisors and subcontractors to this industry, as well as both undergraduate and graduate level aviation students.
Fundamentals of Airline Marketing
- Scott Ambrose 2021
Applying fundamentals of marketing to commercial passenger air transportation, this textbook puts the
emphasis on marketing principles and illustrative ways in which airlines can distinguish themselves within
the highly competitive global marketplace. Fundamentals in Airline Marketing begins with a survey of
current airline business strategies and the macro forces that have shaped the airline industry in the past
and will continue to do so in the future. The growing importance of technology is discussed, with the
objectives of better understanding customer needs and engaging more effectively with them. The central
role of the "customer" is explored through the lens of modern segmentation and branding approaches.
Coverage then shifts to the tactical decision areas consisting of the 4Ps - product, place, promotion and
price - in which marketers shape and execute their strategies. The book concludes with a focus on
executing marketing initiatives internally through customer-facing employee groups and externally through
the measurement and management of the customer experience. This textbook is written primarily for
undergraduate college students enrolled in aviation business administration programs and related courses.
It will also serve as an accessible primer on airline marketing for industry professionals not presently
working in marketing and for frontline airline employees seeking to learn more about marketing relevant to
their context.
Wheels Up - J. G. Wensveen 2007-01-01
Wheels Up: Airline Business Plan Development is unique because it concentrates specifically on the airline
business rather than generic businesses. It incorporates features other plan books neglect. Modern trends
are identified and discussed in detail to help the reader understand the importance of creating flexibility
within the business plan. Flexibility is vital for an airline to be successful in today's increasingly competitive
environment. Failure to understand recent and future trends in a new aviation environment could lead to
failure. This second edition is aimed at a variety of readers including academic students, both
undergraduate and graduate, business professionals, and entrepreneurs. It concentrates on business plan
development suitable for airlines of all sizes, from single-engine single pilot operations to international jet
operations. Regardless of a company's size, the main elements of the airline business plan remain the same.
Airline Management- Paul Stephen Dempsey 2012
Airline Management: Stategies for the 21st Century is a companion to Air Transportation: Foundations for
the 21st Century. Together these two volumes take readers through the dark ages and monumental losses
suffered collectively by the airlines since deregulation, and into the possibility of an economic reformation
and the return of profitability. Suggested in the two books are trends and stategies, that if followed might
lead to a renaisance of consistent profitability for the airlines, stable employment for labor, and continuous,
reliable and fairly priced air services for consumers. Since their deregulation in 1978, airlines have
undergone profound changes. Deregulatory opponents insist that the economic losses suffered by the
industry are proof that deregulation has failed. And, arguably, the downward slide may well have been
triggered by the Airline Deregulation Act. But as suggested in this and its companion text, deregulatory
policy that Congress intended failed within ten years of its implementation, and in the absence of sound
regulatory policy the airlines have floundered. Yet the industry has still managed to have its ups and downs.
Thus, not all of its ills can be attributed to deregulatory failure or to lack of policy direction. There are
airline-marketing-and-management

other, intervening if not compounding variables including (as some would argue) mismanagement and lack
of imagination on the part of the captains of the industry.It is the purpose of this series to acquaint the
reader with the principal elements of air transportation history, airline economics, business, finance,
marketing, regulation, and management-to bring all the essential elements of commercial aviation within
the two-volume series. We hope that, together, the Air Transport Series will continue to be a solid reference
for airline and aviation management, and fundamental texts for courses in air transportation, airline and
aviation managment, business, law, and economics.
General Aviation Marketing and Management - Alexander T. Wells 2003
This is an extensive survey of the role of general aviation in our air transportation system and its impact
upon the economy. It is divided into three parts; a historical perspective and general overview, FBO
management and, finally, marketing processes as they apply to general aircraft.
Moments of Truth - Jan Carlzon 1989-02-15
The president and CEO of Scandinavia Airlines (SAS) shows how to adapt to the new customer–driven
economy.
The Evolution of Yield Management in the Airline Industry - Ben Vinod 2021-05-28
This book chronicles airline revenue management from its early origins to the last frontier. Since its
inception revenue management has now become an integral part of the airline business process for
competitive advantage. The field has progressed from inventory control of the base fare, to managing
bundles of base fare and air ancillaries, to the precise inventory control at the individual seat level. The
author provides an end-to-end view of pricing and revenue management in the airline industry covering
airline pricing, advances in revenue management, availability, and air shopping, offer management and
product distribution, agency revenue management, impact of revenue management across airline planning
and operations, and emerging technologies is travel. The target audience of this book is practitioners who
want to understand the basics and have an end-to-end view of revenue management.
The Global Airline Industry
- Peter Belobaba 2015-07-06
Extensively revised and updated edition of the bestselling textbook, provides an overview of recent global
airline industry evolution and future challenges Examines the perspectives of the many stakeholders in the
global airline industry, including airlines, airports, air traffic services, governments, labor unions, in
addition to passengers Describes how these different players have contributed to the evolution of
competition in the global airline industry, and the implications for its future evolution Includes many facets
of the airline industry not covered elsewhere in any single book, for example, safety and security, labor
relations and environmental impacts of aviation Highlights recent developments such as changing airline
business models, growth of emerging airlines, plans for modernizing air traffic management, and
opportunities offered by new information technologies for ticket distribution Provides detailed data on
airline performance and economics updated through 2013
Strategic Management in the Aviation Industry - Herbert Baum 2017-07-05
This book provides a comprehensive overview of current strategic challenges and measures required to
meet those challenges in a dynamic industry. Experts from aviation practice and management, in addition
to acknowledged scholars, contribute to this volume and combine academic expertise with economic and
business perspectives in an unprecedented way for the aviation field. The focus is not restricted to
passenger airlines. The five parts of the book additionally include chapters on alliance management and
formation, strategic issues for air freight carriers and airport companies, as well as impacts the airline
industry exerts on its environment. The book combines both concepts and results from recent academic
research with applications and case studies from major industry players. Readership includes academics,
students on advanced aviation courses, senior aviation professionals in airline, airport and supplier
companies, international organizations and governmental agencies.
Soar - Shashank Nigam 2016-07-20
An airline has over 50 different brand touchpoints at which it can choose to operate exactly as it has in the
past or to exceed expectations at each step and become truly exceptional. This book aims to highlight 10
exceptional airline brands which are thinking differently about branding, and executing brilliantly. There is
an exceptional breed of airlines that continue to win in their markets because they dare to think differently.
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They dare to challenge the conventional wisdom and industry norms.Some proactively borrow concepts
from consumer industries; some choose to put customers at the heart of their business; some choose to
empower their staff to lead the brand. Yet, they all aim to create an experience that the customers will
appreciate, pay for and share about - in their own different ways. This book sets a new direction on and a
new attitude towards airline marketing.
Aviation Systems - Andreas Wittmer 2011-08-17
This book aims to provide comprehensive coverage of the field of air transportation, giving attention to all
major aspects, such as aviation regulation, economics, management and strategy. The book approaches
aviation as an interrelated economic system and in so doing presents the “big picture” of aviation in the
market economy. It explains the linkages between domains such as politics, society, technology, economy,
ecology, regulation and how these influence each other. Examples of airports and airlines, and case studies
in each chapter support the application-oriented approach. Students and researchers in business
administration with a focus on the aviation industry, as well as professionals in the industry looking to
refresh or broaden their knowledge of the field will benefit from this book.
Airlines: Managing to Make Money - Stephen Holloway 2017-05-15
Drawing on recent developments in the services management, strategic management and brand
management literatures, this stimulating and well-illustrated book presents critical new approaches to
developing customer-centered airline strategies. Designed for a wide audience of aviation management
students and professionals it acts as a linking text , using a services management approach to integrate
strategy, marketing, human resources management and operations. Written in an accessible and practical
style, it is the first book to draw together a broad range of knowledge from contemporary management
fields to produce a framework specifically relevant to the airline industry. It is an unparalleled resource for
students and airline managers alike.
Airline Management - A different view - Alessandro Loddo 2019-10-18
Do we really need another book on airlines? Is the world looking for a new holy grail for good Management
practices condensed in few inches of paper? We don' know but, if we want to have an "insider" look on the
most common mishaps in an airline's day to day life, this book will provide a different view. The author will
take us on a journey through the most complicated areas of airline management and will provide the
patient readers with his honest and straightforward insights.
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Airline Management Finance - Victor Hughes 2019-12-03
Airline Management Finance: The Essentials is of significant benefit to airline industry practitioners
seeking a focused, neatly contained and accessible resource that provides explicit financial information
pertinent to their current or future role. The book explains and de-mystifies an airline's financing and the
financial reporting of its operations to airline staff and others. It seeks to explain the role of finance and the
Finance Department in a non-technical way, so staff can appreciate the value of the department and its
information resources, and see finance as an active contributor to the airline's operation. It concentrates on
practical matters, explaining frequently used financial and accounting terms, how financial strategy works,
the uses of various types of financial reporting, as well as what financial risk is and how it can be managed
through the co-operation of finance and operating staff. Staff who understand the airline's finances and
financial system are more likely to make decisions which align with the airline's strategy and objectives.
They will also know how to use the financial information which is available. The book establishes a good
foundation of financial knowledge for all staff. This book is recommended reading for new employees in
airline finance and related areas, as well as those starting to move up the supervisory ladder in an airline.
Straight and Level - Stephen Holloway 2016-12-14
This third edition of Straight and Level thoroughly updates the previous edition with extensive comments
on recent industry developments and emerging business models. The discussion is illustrated by current
examples drawn from all sectors of the industry and every region of the world. The fundamental structure
of earlier editions, now widely used as a framework for air transport management courses, nonetheless
remains unchanged. Part 1 of the book provides a strategic context within which to consider the industry's
economics. Part 2 is built around a simple yet powerful model that relates operating revenue to operating
cost; it examines the most important elements in demand and traffic, price and yield, output and unit cost.
Part 3 probes more deeply into three critical aspects of capacity management: network management; fleet
management; and revenue management. Part 4 concludes the book by exploring relationships between unit
revenue, unit cost, yield, and load factor. Straight and Level has been written primarily for masters-level
students on aviation management courses. The book should also be useful to final year undergraduates
wanting to prepare for more advanced study. Amongst practitioners, it will appeal to established managers
moving from functional posts into general management. More broadly, anyone with knowledge of the
airline industry who wants to gain a deeper understanding of its economics at a practical level and an
insight into the reasons for its financial volatility should find the book of interest.
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